Scaling Plans

One thing about builders is that we seem to thrive on personalizing our projects. Maybe we need to add a little more detail than what is found on the plans. Or perhaps we want to convert a scale model to a different variant. One of the most common modifications is to change the scale of the plans.

Guillow’s—what does that name mean to you? If you have been around the model airplane hobby for any time at all, you probably recognize it as the name of the company that makes little balsa stick-and-tissue kits.

Revolectrix Dual PowerLab 6 Touch

Revolectrix recently expanded its PowerLab series of full-featured battery chargers with the addition of four new, touch screen-equipped versions. The new models include both six-cell and eight-cell variants, with each offered in single- and dual-channel configurations.

Club Promotion Tools

Each year brings a new flying season, and renewed opportunities for clubs to increase their membership and strengthen their community relationships. Various activities provide the tools clubs can use to promote themselves and gain members.